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Abstract. We investigate the gravitational wave production induced by the primordial mag-
netic fields in a parity-violating magnetogenesis model. It is shown that the gravitational
waves detectable by LISA, DECIGO or BBO and the magnetic fields strong enough to ex-
plain the blazar observation can be simultaneously produced. The magnetic fields and the
gravitational waves have the same chirality and their amplitudes are related, which may also
be tested by future observations.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that galaxies and their clusters have magnetic fields with the typical strength
O(10−6G) [1–3]. However we still do not know where they come from. Recent multi-frequency
blazar observations imply the existence of the magnetic fields in the void region and the lower
bound of such intergalactic magnetic fields (IGMFs) as [4–13]
Beff & 10−16G, Beff ≡ B ×
{
1 (λ ≥ 1Mpc)√
λ/1Mpc (λ ≤ 1Mpc) , (1.1)
where B and λ are the strength and the correlation length of the IGMFs, respectively. In
addition, the observations of cosmic microwave background (CMB) give the upper bound to
the large scale magnetic fields, B . O(nG) for λ & 1Mpc [14]. For more details, interested
readers are referred to review articles [15, 16]
The generation mechanism of the magnetic fields of galaxies and their clusters are
divided into the astrophysical and cosmological scenarios. The former includes Biermann
battery effect [17] in which the non-parallel gradient of electron pressure and density play
important rolls to generate small-scale magnetic fields. However it is difficult to explain the
large-scale magnetic fields and IGMFs, because there are not much astrophysical activities in
the void region. The latter, the cosmological scenario hypothesizes that primordial magnetic
fields (PMFs) are formed in the early universe before the recombination, and they are ampli-
fied to the order of 10−6G via the galactic dynamo which is driven by the interaction between
magnetic fields and plasma [18]. This scenario can explain the existence of IGMFs. However,
we do not know the origin of such PMFs. One of the candidates is the cosmological phase
transition [19–22] in which bubbles from the first order phase transition of the universe serve
the kinetic energy to the electromagnetic fields via the bubble collisions. Another candidate
is the Harrison mechanism [23, 24], in which the second order perturbations of the electron,
proton, and photon induce the electric current and it becomes the source of the magnetic
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fields. Inflationary magnetogenesis, in which the quantum fluctuation is the origin of the
PMFs, is one of the most studied scenario. Since the classical standard U(1) gauge fields
on the flat-FLRW universe can not be amplified by inflation due to its conformal symmetry,
several models are devised to break the conformal symmetry during inflation.
The kinetic coupling model [25, 26] was first proposed by Ratra [25], where a rolling
scalar field Φ coupled to the electromagnetic fields as I2(Φ)FµνF
µν and the electromagnetic
fields are generated while I(Φ) evolves. Unfortunately, the original model inevitably vio-
lates one of the following conditions [27–30]; (i) the effective coupling constant between the
canonical electromagnetic fields and charged particles should be small enough to validate
the perturbative treatment, (ii) the energy density of the electromagnetic fields should not
overwhelm the inflaton energy density during inflation, and (iii) the curvature perturbation
induced by the generated magnetic fields should be consistent with the CMB observations.
Since these three conditions are often broken in the models aiming to explain Eq. (1.1) in the
literature, they are known as the serious problems to achieve viable inflationary magnetoge-
nesis and called (i) the strong coupling problem, (ii) the back reaction problem, and (iii) the
curvature perturbation problem, respectively. Recent studies have proposed to introduce the
IR cut-off into the spectrum of the produced magnetic fields [31, 32] and the post-inflationary
phase of magnetogenesis [33–35] to satisfy these conditions. Another well studied model of
inflationary magnetogenesis is the axial coupling model [36–40] first proposed by Turner and
Widrow [36], and its detailed analytic study was provided by Anber and Sorbo [39]. In this
model, a rolling pseudo scalar serves its kinetic energy to the electromagnetic fields via the
axial coupling φFµνF˜
µν . Ref. [40] numerically found that the significant amplification of the
magnetic fields occurs around the end of the inflation and Ref. [41] showed that the generated
magnetic fields reach to 10−16G by the lattes simulation.
Caprini and Sorbo [42, 43] proposed the hybrid model which contains both the kinetic
and axial couplings, I2(χ)(FF − γF F˜ ), where χ represents a rolling pseudo scalar. Since
this model violates the parity symmetry, the generated magnetic fields have non-zero helicity.
Then the correlation length of the helical magnetic fields in the plasma grows faster than
the cosmic expansion via the inverse cascade [44–46], which is a well-known mechanism in
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). By using the inverse cascade, they show that this model
can produce the helical magentic fields with the strength Beff = O(10−17G). This model was
extended by including magnetogenesis during the reheating era, and the produced magnetic
fields in Ref. [47, 48] can be even larger. In addition, some inflationary magnetogenesis mod-
els, not included in the above categories, also achieve to generate magnetic fields consistent
with Eq. (1.1) [49–51].
Though we have the indirect observational implication of the PMFs and the successful
magnetogenesis models, the PMFs are not yet well established. Thus it is important to
seek the other observables associated with the PMFs. The stochastic gravitational waves
background is one of the most important observables to reveal the primordial universe, since
they can directly bring us the information of the universe before the recombination. Since
the PMFs have large intensity right after the generation, they can be the primary source of
the gravitational waves (GWs). Several researches have argued that the nature of the GWs
induced by the PMFs highly depend on its magnetogenesis model [42, 52–54]. Therefore
magnetogenesis models can be distinguished by the observation of the GWs. In this paper, we
study the GW production in the magnetogenesis model proposed in Ref. [48]. This model can
generate strong and helical electromagnetic fields by considering their amplification during
not only inflation but also the subsequent reheating era. Therefore, there is a good chance to
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produce primordial GWs with large amplitudes. Indeed, we will show that chiral GWs are
obtained from the generated magnetic fields, and the strength of the GWs can be sufficiently
large to be observed by LISA and DECIGO.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give the brief review on the hybrid
magnetogenesis model proposed in Ref. [48]. The mechanism to generate the GWs from the
magnetic fields, the estimation of their power spectrum and the comparison between our
numerical results and the sensitivity of interferometers are given in section 3. Finally, section
4 is devoted to the summary and discussion.
2 Helical Magnetogenesis Model
Here we briefly review an inflationary magnetogenesis model first proposed in Ref. [42] and
further developed in Ref. [48].
2.1 Model setup
Let us consider the following Lagrangian proposed in Ref. [42] on a spatially flat FLRW
metric ds2 = a2(η)








2 − V (φ)− 1
2
(∂µχ)








Here MPl is the reduced Planck mass, R is the Ricci scalar, φ is the inflaton, χ is a spectator
scalar field, Fµν is the field strength of U(1) gauge field, F˜
µν = µναβ/(2
√−g)Fαβ is the dual
field strength, and γ is a constant. V(φ) and U(χ) are the potentials of φ, χ respectively. We
assume that χ has a non-zero vacuum expectation value and coupled to the U(1) gauge field
via the kinetic coupling function I(χ) but its energy density is always much smaller than the
total energy density. Thus, we call χ a “spectator”. One can derive the equation of motion
(EoM) for χ and see that the kinetic energy of χ is transferred to the electromagnetic fields
through the time derivative of I(χ). Since electromagnetic fields are produced while I(χ)
evolves in time, for simplicity, we treat I as a function of time by ignoring the perturbation
of χ. We also assume that I(η) varies during inflation and the subsequent reheating era (i.e.
the inflaton oscillation era). In order to study the generation of the gauge field, we promote











k Aλ(η, k) + a(λ)†−k A∗λ(η, k)
]
, (2.2)
where we work in Coulomb gauge, A0 = ∂iAi = 0, e
(±)
i (kˆ) are the right/left-handed po-
larization vectors which satisfy iilmkle
(±)
m (kˆ) = ±ke(±)i (kˆ), Aλ is the mode function of









(2pi)3δ(k + k′)δαβ. Here nˆ represents the unit vector parallel to n. The EoM for the mode












Note that we restore the usual EoM in normal electromagnetism when the function I is











Figure 1. The behavior of I(a) given in Eq. (2.4). I(a) decreases in proportion to a−n for ai < a < ar.
In this paper, we assume that I(a) stops at the reheating completion, ar.
the function of the conformal time. In a similar way to Ref. [48], we assume that the kinetic




−n ≡ Ii (a < ai)
(a(η)/ar)
−n (ai < a < ar)
1 (ar < a)
, (2.4)
where I(η) begins to vary at ai during inflation, and I(η) becomes unity at the reheating
completion ar. The shape of the function I(a) is illustrated in Fig. 1. The conformal time
in each era behaves as
η =

−1/aHinf ∝ a−1 (a < ae)
2/aH ∝ a1/2 (ae < a < ar)
1/aH ∝ a (ar < a)
, (2.5)
where inflation ends at ae and the reheating is completed at ar. By using Eq. (2.3) and






= 0, (a < ai) (2.6)[
∂2η + k







= 0, (ai < a < ae) (2.7)[
∂2η + k













= 0, (ar < a), (2.9)
where ξ ≡ nγ. The term including ξ generates the polarization of the gauge fields through
the tachyonic instability which is effective around the horizon crossing of a fluctuation mode,
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kη ∼ ξ. Since we are interested in the efficient production of the polarized gauge field, we
assume that ξ > n (i.e.γ > 1). In addition, the super-horizon mode is amplified by the term
proportional to η−2. These amplifications occur while the function I(a) varying.
2.2 Solving the dynamics of the electromagnetic fields
Now we can solve the EoM, Eqs. (2.6)-(2.9) by using Bunch-Davies initial conditions and
the junction conditions at the boundary between different eras. From Bunch-Davies initial
conditions, the solutions for a < ai is written as IiABD± = e−ik(η−ηi)/
√
2k. The gauge fields
and their time derivatives are continuous at any time and hence we impose the junction
conditions, A±(η∗ − δ) = A±(η∗ + δ) and ∂ηA±(η∗ − δ) = ∂ηA±(η∗ + δ) in the limit δ → 0
at the boundary times η∗ = ηi and ηe. The solution during inflation is already given in
Ref. [48]. In this paper, we are interested in the solution during reheating, and we show only
the solution for Eq. (2.8).





































− (1 + 2n± 2iξ)2W1±iξ,2n+1/2(4iy)W1∓iξ,n−1/2(−2iy)
]
. (2.12)

















piξ. On the other hand, in the super-horizon limit, −kηi  1, one obtains C±2 ' Γ(n ±
iξ)|2ikηi|n/Γ(2n). One finds that in Eq. (2.10), the term including D±1 corresponds to the
growing mode and the other is the decaying mode, and the growing mode is always dominant
component of the mode function. For the super-horizon modes at the end of inflation,




−3nC±2 (|kηe|  1). (2.14)






2 (kη  1), (2.15)
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where we used the super-horizon approximation of the Whittaker function, Ma,b(x) ' xb+1/2
for x  1. In this case, one can safely use Eq. (2.14) since |kηe| < kη  1. On the other






Γ(2n+ 32 ∓ 2iξ)
eikη(kη)−2iξ (kη  1). (2.16)
Here we used the sub-horizon approximation of the Whittaker function, Ma,b(x) ' x−aex/2Γ(2b+
1)/Γ(b− a+ 1/2) for x 1. In this case, one cannot always use the super-horizon approxi-
mation for D1.
2.3 Electromagnetic Power spectra
By using the analytic solutions of Areh± (η), we can calculate the power spectra of the electro-
magnetic fields. We define the power spectra of the electric and magnetic fields as
P±E (η, k) ≡
k3I2
2pi2a4




In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the magnetic and electric power spectra for the both circular
polarizations, and compare them. One can see that the electric and magnetic fields are
maximally helical and they have peaks. Both the magnetic and electric power spectra have
sharp peaks on the same scale which is relatively small, and only the electric power spectrum
has a peak on a larger scale at k ∼ |ηi|−1. Let us scrutinize the origin of these small scale
peaks. The tachyonic instability during inflation occurs slightly before the modes exit the
horizon k ∼ −2ξ/η ∝ a, and only the right-handed modes are amplified. On super-horizon
scales all the modes are increased at the same rate due to the last term in Eq. (2.7), and the
smooth spectra are formed for −1/ηi . k . −2ξ/η as shown as the dotted lines in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, the second tachyonic amplification during the subsequent reheating era
takes place slightly after the modes re-enter the horizon k ∼ 4ξ/η ∝ a−1/2. Thus the modes
in 4ξ/η < k < 2ξ/|ηe| acquire the double tachyonic amplifications. Since the modes quickly
decay well inside the horizon, the mode which has just gone through the second tachyonic
amplification has the largest amplitude. As a result, the power spectra obtain such sharp
peaks at k = 4ξ/η. While the electric fields are stronger than the magnetic fields at the large
scale, the magnetic fields are stronger than the electric fields at the peak scale as shown in the
Fig. 3. One analytically confirms these behaviors by using super/sub horizon approximation
for the mode function. Note that the small scale peaks are located at kη = 4ξ which is well
inside the horizon for 4ξ  1. The ratio of the power spectra is estimated as,
PB





4 (kηr = 4ξ)
4kη2
(3 + 4n)2
 1 (kηr  1) . (2.18)
Here we used Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). From now on, following the previous paper [48], we use
these fiducial values of the model parameters,
n = 3, ξ = 7.6. (2.19)
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Figure 2. The magnetic and the electric power spectra are shown in the left and right panels,
respectively. The dotted, dashed and solid lines denote the power spectra at a = ae, 20ae and 400ae
respectively. We fixed the parameters as n = 3, ξ = 7.6 and ae = 7.7 × 107ai. The right-handed
modes (blue) are amplified by the tachyonic instabilities, while the left-handed modes (orange) are
not, because we chose ξ > 0.













Figure 3. The magnetic (blue) and electric (orange) power spectra are compared at a = 102ae.
The right panel is the enlarged figure of the left panel around the small scale peak, k = 4ξ/η. The
magnetic fields are stronger than the electric fields around the small scale peak, while the electric
fields are stronger than the magnetic fields on larger scales. The parameters are the same as Fig. 2.
2.4 Consistency conditions
For consistent magnetogenesis, there should not be the significant back reaction from the
electromagnetic fields to the background evolution of the universe which was assumed in
Eq. (2.5). Then the maximum value of the energy fraction of the electromagnetic fields is






(PE(k) + PB(k)) 1, (2.20)
where ρtot = 3M
2
PlH
2 is the total energy density of the universe. Since the power spectra
of the electromagnetic fields have prominent peaks at two different scales, we separate the
main contributions to ΩEM as,
ΩEM(ηe < η ≤ ηr) ' ΩEM|kη∼4ξ + ΩEM||kηi|∼2ξ . (2.21)
Here ΩEM|kη∼4ξ denotes the energy fraction contributed from the small scale peaks, and
ΩEM||kηi|∼2ξ comes from the large scale peak. ΩEM(η) takes its maximum value when the
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electromagnetic fields stop growing. Thus we impose the back reaction condition on the
energy fraction at η = ηr as
ΩEM(ηr)|kη∼4ξ = 10−2, ΩEM(ηr)||kηi|∼2ξ  10−2, (2.22)
where we require that the large scale peak has a negligible contribution compared to the
small scale peaks. In the following, we evaluate these contributions to determine the model
parameters which satisfy the above conditions.
Let us evaluate the energy fraction from the small scale peaks at kη = 4ξ. Since
the magnetic fields are four times stronger than the electric fields at the peak scale (see
Eq. (2.18)), the right-handed magnetic part is the main component of ΩEM(ηr)|kη∼4ξ. Hence

























where we used the H = 2/aη at the matter dominant era and we introduced the dummy
variable y ≡ kηr. Since the significant contributions to ΩEM(ηc)|kη∼4ξ are in sub-horizon
scale, we ignore the super-horizon modes, 0 < kηr < 1. Additionally, the modes on smaller
scales than the peak scale, k > 4ξ/ηr, have negligible contributions, because they have smaller
amplitudes and are highly oscillating. Therefore the interval of the integration of kηr can be
limited into 1 < kηr < 4ξ. Nr represents the e-folding number between the end of inflation













































where Tr and g∗ denote the temperature and the number of degree of freedom at the reheating
completion, respectively. By using the equation of the entropy conservation we obtain the
condition for ar as









where we introduce the number of degree of freedom for entropy, g∗s, and we assume that










where Ni ≡ ln(ae/ai) ≈ 29.9 + 2/3 ln(ρinf/107GeV) + 1/3 ln(Tr/104GeV) − ln(ki/1Mpc−1).
One can numerically evaluates Eq. (2.23) by substituting particular values into Tr and ρinf .
We show the relation between ρinf and ΩEM in Fig. 4 for a fixed reheating temperature,
Tr = 2.2× 104GeV. In this case, one finds that ρinf ≈ 6× 1026GeV4 satisfies our consistency
condition, Eq. (2.22).
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Figure 4. The relation between ΩEM and ρinf for Tr = 2.2 × 104GeV. To satisfy the consistency
condition, ΩEM  1, we choose ρinf < 5.85 × 1026GeV4. There is the lower bound on ρinf since the
energy density at reheating completion is smaller than ρinf , ρinf > pi
2g∗T 4r /30 ≈ 1018GeV4.
Let us consider the large scale contribution to ΩEM. The large scale peak can be larger
than the small scale peak, since the electric power spectrum depends on k−2 at super-horizon




























Here we introduce the numerical fits I(ξ) ≡ ∫∞0 d(−kηi)(−kηi)3 |C+2 (−kηi)| ≈ epiξ4.7ξ2+2.7ξ+10 valid for
1 ≤ ξ ≤ 50 [48]. Then, one can suppress the contribution from the super-horizon mode by
sending ki to a sufficiently small scale.
2.5 Inverse cascade and the present magnetic field strength
Here we evaluate the present magnetic field strength by considering the inverse cascade pro-
cess in magnetohydrodynamics. It is known that when helical magnetic fields and plasma
tightly interact with each other in the turbulent and high conductivity regime, the corre-
lation length of the magnetic field increases, because of the magnetic helicity conservation.
This process is called the inverse cascade. Our magnetogenesis scenario generates maximally
helical, small scale and strong magnetic fields. Thus the subsequent inverse cascade auto-
matically works and enables us to obtain magnetic fields whose correlation length is much
larger than the case only with the adiabatic expansion. This property is advantageous to
explain the observational lower bound, Eq. (1.1).
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' a3λphysB2phys, (maximally helical) (2.29)
where V is the comoving volume, Bphys ≡ −a−2∇×A ' a−1A/λphys is the physical magnetic
field and λphys is its physical correlation length. The magnetic field on the boundary of the
volume V is assumed to have no normal component for the gauge invariance. It is known that
the helicity is conserved in the magnetohydrodynamics limit in which the electric conductivity
becomes infinite. In the context of cosmology, the helicity approximately conserves after the
reheating completion. It can be also shown that the helicity represents the difference between
the right handed and left handed polarization contributions to Eq. (2.28). In our case, the
right handed component is much stronger than left handed one and the generated magnetic
fields are maximally helical. Then the simplified evaluation, Eq. (2.29), is available.
Now let us consider the inverse cascade process for our maximally helical magnetic fields.
Provided that the helicity density H in Eq. (2.28) is conserved, the helicity at the end of
the magnetogenesis and the present time are the same. Bphys and λphys can be evaluated by
the maximum value of the magnetic power spectrum PB(kpeak) and 2pia/kpeak, respectively.
Thus the helicity evaluated at η = ηr is given by




where we used kpeak ≡ 4ξ/ηr, I2B2phys ' PB(kpeak) and I(ηr) = 1. On the other hand, the
blazar observations are sensitive to Beff defined in Eq. (1.1) which is directly related to the
helicity at the present time as Beff '
√H/1Mpc for λ < 1Mpc. Therefore, we obtain Beff
as,










Here we used MPl = 2.43×1018GeV and G = 6.8×10−20GeV2, Mpc = 1.56×1038GeV−1, and
PB(ηr, kpeak) ≈ 2ρtotΩEM. Hence, the observational constraint Eq. (1.1) can be explained in
our model.
3 Gravitational Wave Production
In this section, we show that U(1) gauge fields source gravitational waves (GWs) by con-
sidering the second order perturbation, and calculate the power spectrum of GWs. We are
mainly interested in the small scale GWs which can be observed by the GW interferometers.
Since we found that the magnetic fields are stronger than electric fields around the small
scale peak in the previous section, we only consider the magnetic component in this section.
3.1 U(1) gauge fields sourcing GWs
Here we derive the EoM for the tensor perturbation with the U(1) source term. We introduce
the perturbation of metric around the FLRW background universe as
ds2 = a2(η)
[−dη2 + (δij + hij) dxidxj] , (3.1)
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where hij denotes the metric tensor perturbation with the transverse and traceless conditions
hii = 0, ∂ihij = 0. From the Lagrangian Eq. (2.1), one can derive the EoM for the tensor
perturbation with the source term,
h˜
′′(λ)
k (η) + 2aHh˜
′(λ)














qk(kn − qn)Al(η, q)Am(η,k − q), (3.2)
where e
(λ)
ij (k) is the polarization tensor. In eq. (3.2), we ignored the contribution from the





By using the Green function Gk(η, η
′) for the tensor perturbation in the matter dominant
era,
Gk(η, η




sin(k(η − η′)) + k(η′ − η) cos(k(η − η′))
k3η3
, (3.4)
where θ(η − η′) denotes the Heaviside step function, we obtain the solutions for Eq. (3.2) as
h˜
(λ)
















′, q)Am(η′,k − q). (3.5)
With the quantized gauge fields, Eq. (2.2), the two point function of the sourced gravitational













d3p p2|k + p|2
(
1− αλpˆ · kˆ
)2 (
1 + βλ(k̂ + p) · kˆ
)2
×





δ(k + k′)Pλ(η, k), (3.6)
where Pλ(η, k) is the dimensionless power spectrum of the induced GWs with the circular
polarization label λ. One can find that the peak of the GWs is located at k = 8ξ/η because
the source term, the right hand side of Eq. (3.6), is represented as the convolution of two
gauge fields, and the integrand becomes biggest when the momenta of the both convoluted
mode functions are p = |k+p| = 4ξ/η. In this case, k and p satisfy the relation, k+p = −p.
Then the peak scale of the GWs is evaluated as kpeakGW = 2k
peak
EM = 8ξ/ηr.
We will show the numerical calculation of the GWs power spectrum in section 3.2.
Before that, we analytically make the order estimate of the power spectrum around the
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peak, kpeakGW = 8ξ/η as





































θ(z − z′)z′5 ((zz′ + 1) sin(z − z′)) + (z′ − z) cos(z − z′))
z3
≈ z4 (z ≥ O(10)).
(3.8)
To compare our result with the sensitivity curves of observational equipments, we transform
the dimensionless power spectrum in radiation dominant era to the energy fraction of the



























where ΩGW ≡ ρ−1tot dρGW/d ln k, the subscript 0 indicates that the quantity is evaluated at the
present time, Ωm/ΩΛ is the ratio of the matter component and dark energy in the universe
today, and g∗(Tin) denotes the relativistic degrees of freedom for temperature Tin at which
the corresponding mode re-enter the horizon. j1(x) = 1/x(sinx/x − cosx) is the spherical
Bessel function, which is the solution of the EoM for GWs without source during the matter
dominant era, and the bar denotes the amplitude of an oscillating function. T 21 (k/keq) is called
the transfer function which connects the GWs re-entering the horizon at radiation dominant
era and at the matter dominant era. keq denotes the wave number of the mode which re-enters
the horizon at the matter-radiation equality. The transfer function is calculated as
T1(x) = 1 + 1.57x+ 3.42x
2. (3.10)
We can approximately estimate the coefficient of Pλ in the right hand side of Eq. (3.9) for







where we used Ωm = 0.3,ΩΛ = 0.7, H
−1
0 = 4.33×103Mpc, h0 = 0.7, keq = 7.1×10−2Ωmh20Mpc−1,
and η0 = 1.4× 103Mpc.
3.2 Numerical calculation of ΩGW
In this section, we numerically compute the power spectrum of the sourced GWs and compare
it with the sensitivity curves of the upcoming interferometers. Substituting Eq. (2.10) into
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Eq. (3.6), one obtains the formula to evaluate the power spectrum of the GWs at the end of
the inflaton oscillating era, Pλ(ηr, k), sourced by magnetic fields around the peak scale as
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The direct numerical computation of the above equation is possible, while it would be ex-
pensive. Thus, we analytically perform the time integral with the following approximation,
M2iξ,2n+ 1
2
(2ix) → ftophat(x) = aθ(x− xmin)θ(xmax − x), (3.14)
where a, xmax, xmin are specified as the height and FWHM of first peak, respectively. In the
present case with Eq. (2.19), these parameters are determined as a = 8 × 1022, xmax = 3.8,
and xmin = 3.1. By substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.13), we analytically perform the time
integral with respect to z. After that, we numerically compute the integrations of x and
y (see Appendix A for the detailed computation.). Since the generated magnetic fields are
almost completely helical, one can ignore the left-handed mode and take α = β = +. Note
that the left-handed GWs are much smaller than right-handed one, because the peak of the
right-handed magnetic fields at kpeakEM = 4ξ/η does not contribute to the left-handed GWs.
One finds this feature in Eq. (3.6). Thus we only consider Ω
(+)
GW and σ+++ from now on.
In the rest of this section, we numerically perform ΩGW and compare it with the sensi-
tivity curves of the GWs interferometers. First, we choose the fiducial parameters as n = 3
and ξ = 7.6 as stated in Eq. (2.19). We choose the reheating temperature Tr to fix the peak
scale kpeakGW = 8ξ/ηr with Eq. (2.26) as






In addition, one should determine the parameters ρinf and ki by using Eqs. (2.22), (2.23),
and (2.27). Since the bottom of the sensitivity curves of DECIGO is located at 0.126Hz, for
example, the peak scale is set to be the same value. In this case, the above equation fixes
Tr = 2.2× 104GeV. Then, Fig. 4 is drawn and we find that ρinf = 5.85× 1026GeV4 leads to
ΩEM = 0.01. Finally, we set ki = 10
5Mpc−1 to satisfy Eq. (2.22). In general, we can tune
the peak scale of the GWs by changing Tr and then choose ρinf to achieve an arbitrary value
of ΩEM. To satisfy the lower bound of IGMFs Eq. (1.1) and the consistency for BBN, the
parameter region of the reheating temperature is constrained as 10−2 < Tr/1GeV < 1010,
which is corresponded to 10−8Hz < kpeakGW < 10
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Figure 5. ΩGW(k)s of the induced gravitational waves in our model are compared with the sensi-
tivity curves of the future GW interferometers, DECIGO (dotted), BBO (gray), LISA(dashed), and
correlated DECIGO(thick). The thin gray lines denotes the peak amplitudes for given ΩEM=10
−2,
and 3 × 10−4, respectively. The parameters are fixed as n = 3, ξ = 7.6, ki = 105Mpc−1 for each
ΩGW lines. The blue line is obtained by fixing Tr = 6.57× 104GeV, and ρ1/4inf = 1.15× 107GeV. The
orange line is obtained by fixing Tr = 4.62 × 102GeV, and ρ1/4inf = 2.65 × 105GeV. The green line is
obtained by fixing Tr = 1.10× 104GeV, and ρ1/4inf = 2.36× 106GeV. The maximum value of ΩGW(k)
is calculated as ΩmaxGW = 6× 10−13. The peak scale can move between 10−8Hz < kpeakGW < 104Hz.
model are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that the GWs sourced by the helical magnetic fields
can be observed by the future GW interferometers, DECIGO, BBO and LISA.
It is interesting to relate the maximum value of ΩGW and Beff . By using Eq. (3.7) and
Eq. (2.31), one can derive their relation as,











where ΩmaxGW denotes the maximum value of ΩGW(k). This relation offers us the comprehensive
way to test the prediction of the model by combining the observations of GWs and IGMFs.
4 Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we have shown that the helical magnetic fields generated in the hybrid mag-
netogenesis model proposed in Ref. [48] can source GWs which will be observed by the
upcoming GW interferometers. The peak frequency of the sourced GWs depends on the
reheating temperature, and it comes to the best sensitivity region of LISA and DECIGO
(BBO) for Tr ∼ 102GeV and 104GeV, respectively. The GW amplitude at the peak scale is
determined by the energy fraction of the electromagnetic fields at the reheating completion,
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and for ΩEM(ηr) & 10−2 and 10−4 the GW amplitude exceed the sensitivity curves of LISA
and DECIGO, respectively. The power spectra of the generated magnetic fields have the
significant peak on the horizon scale at the reheating completion which makes the resultant
magnetic fields strong enough to explain the observational lower bound Eq. (1.1) with the
aid of the inverse cascade process. The contribution from the peak to the effective magnetic
strength in Eq. (1.1) was not dominant in the previous work Ref. [48] because of the different
parameter choice. Since the sourced GWs are maximally helical, in principle, we can obser-
vationally distinguish them from the other signals. Furthermore, based on Eq. (3.16) , once
the sourced GWs are observed, the effective strength of the magnetic fields Beff is inferred
in this model. Thus the predictions of our model can be verified by the future observations
of GWs and cosmic magnetic fields.
Ref. [42] also studied the induced GWs in the original hybrid magnetogenesis model,
and the scale-invariant power spectrum of the GWs was obtained. Since the original model
considers magnetogenesis only during the inflation, the significant amplification of the elec-
tromagnetic fields due to the tachyonic instability takes place only when the modes exit the
horizon, and the modes decrease on super-horizon scales. On the other hand, since our model
considers magnetogenesis during inflation and the reheating era, the second tachyonic ampli-
fication occurs when the modes re-enter the horizon. Moreover, the super-horizon modes are
increased by the kinetic coupling and the sub-horizon modes quickly decay during reheating.
Putting them altogether, one finds that the electromagnetic spectra in our model acquire
significant peaks on the horizon scale during reheating. As a result, the induced GWs has
the significant peak on the horizon scale at the end of magnetogenesis, which provides a
fascinating observational signature for the GW interferometers.
In this paper, we implicitly assumed that the electric part of the generated electromag-
netic waves is instantly dissipated at the reheating completion. Then the electromagnetic
waves are converted into frozen magnetic fields right after reheating. This assumption is
often made in many magnetogenesis works for simplicity. However, the results may signifi-
cantly alter, when we consider another reheating process. If the oscillating inflaton gradually
decays into charged particle, for instance, the electric conductivity induced by the charged
particles stops megnetogenesis before the reheating completion as well as the magnetic fields
are merely diluted by the cosmic expansion until the inverse cascade begins. In this case,
the sourced GWs may be also suppressed, because the GWs undergo the reheating era with-
out the source effect. We will explore how the predictions of magnetogeneis models change
depending on reheating scenarios in the future work.
We did not consider some potentially important phenomena related to the primordial
magnetogenesis, such as Schwinger effect, chiral anomaly and baryogenesis in this paper.
Schwinger effect is the non-perturbative phenomenon in the QED, in which the charged
particle and anti-particle are generated by the strong electric fields. Since they can induce the
electric conductivity, Schwinger effect can affect the dynamics of magnetogenesis [56–66]. The
chiral anomaly associates the helicity of the electromagnetic fields with the chiral asymmetry
of the charged fermions which we neglect in this paper. The chiral asymmetry modifies the
inverse cascade through the chiral magnetic effect and the final magnetic fields would be
significantly different [67–74]. It has been pointed out that helical primordial magnetic fields
can be responsible for the generation of the baryon asymmetry in our universe [75–77]. This
mechanism may also constrain magnetogenesis models when the over-production of baryons
is predicted. These phenomena require dedicated investigations to evaluate their implication
and it is worth studying them in broader contexts than primordial magnetogenesis.
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Figure 6. The real part of the Whittaker function, M2iξ,2n+ 12 (2iz). We chose the parameters as
(n, ξ) = (3, 7.6). It behaves as the polynomial of z before the first peak at z ' 35, but later it shows
a damping oscillation. The orange box represents the tophat function defined in Eq. (3.14) with the
peak amplitude and FWHM of M2iξ,2n+ 12 (2iz).
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A The analytic calculation of the z-integral
In this appendix, we describe how the z-integral in Eq. (3.13) is performed with the approx-
imation Eq. (3.14). Fig. 6 shows the Whittaker function, M±2iξ,2n+ 1
2
(2ix) which determines
the time evolution of the growing mode of the gauge fields (see Eq. (2.10)). Since the pref-
actor of the Whittaker functions in the z integral in the last line of Eq. (3.13) decays in
proportion to z−2 for z  1, the first peak of the Whittaker function is expected to have the
dominant contribution to the z-integral. Thus we can use the approximation, Eq. (3.14). If
we replace M2iξ,2n+ 1
2









where we introduced zmax ≡ kη, zmin ≡ 2|kηe|, and G(z) ≡ (kηz + 1) sin(kη − z)/z3 + (z −
kη) cos(kη − z)/z3. We define the variables as
r ≡ x+ y
2
, s ≡ x− y
2
, (r > s). (A.2)















y = x  2xmin
zmax
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Figure 7. A schematic picture of the integration domain of the momentum integrals over x = [1,∞]
and y = [0, 1] in Eq. (3.13). The red and black solid lines denote the integration limits of x and y,
respectively. This picture represents the case for kη = 8ξ which corresponds to calculating the GWs
at the peak scale. If the wave number of the GWs is much larger than the peak, the region I vanishes.
Otherwise, the contribution from the region I is the dominant component of the integral.
where
g(z) ≡(kη − z) cos(kη − z)− (1 + kηz) sin(kη − z)
2z2
+
Ci(z)(sin(kη)− kη cos(kη))− (cos(kη) + kη sin(kη)Si(z))
2
. (A.4)
The result of the z-integral, Eq. (A.3), is the part of the integrand of the x and y integrals in
Eq. (3.13). However, the concrete expression of Eq. (A.3) changes depending on the values
of x and y, and thus one needs to decompose the integration domain into three regions in
which Eq. (A.3) takes a definite expression. These regions are illustrated in Fig. 7.




This region includes the convolution of the peak scale magnetic fields at η. Then the contri-
bution from this region is dominant. Integration domain of the momentum integration, x, y
is written as,


















This region is not the dominant component since this region does not include the contribution
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This region gives the smallest contribution since this region include the only the convolution
of the peak magnetic fields at the inflation end, 2|ηe|. The integration domain for x, y is
represented as,
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